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Abstract. The main objective of NDT in many applications consists in the 
assessment of current or residual strength properties and safe operation term of an 
object under inspection. NDT results have evidently statistical features: depends on 
the Probability of defect detection (POD) and probability of false detection. 
Calculated on the such NDT results residual strength assessment has statistical 
features also, their statistical range should be estimated. At the same time statistical 
character of applied mechanical models should be considered also. This problem is 
being discussed on the example of steel wire ropes, with residual rope strength as 
main mechanical property. It is especially actual for ropes subjected to high dynamic 
loading and intensive wear such as calf line of drilling rigs.  

Introduction  

The main objective of NDT in many applications consists in the assessment of 
current or residual strength properties and safe operation life-time of an object under 
inspection. In the case of steel wire ropes residual load capacity is the main strength 
characteristic, and its reduction can be presented as reduction of a safety factor during the 
life-time of the rope. Results of non-destructive rope inspection in the form of quantitative 
description of found defects have a probabilistic nature. On the other hand methods of rope 
strength and life time estimation, which accounts for variable using conditions, are base on 
statistical mechanical models. This two factors cause probabilistic nature of strength 
estimation. In this report we present a methodological approach to find out reliability of 
such strength estimations. 

Estimation of defect detection and false detection probabilities 

Processing of inspection data in electromagnetic methods is based on conventional 
measurement trace model [1], which can be written as follows: 

0( ) ( , ) ( )fs x s a x x r x    ,  (1) 
where ( , )fs a x  describes signal from some defect, a  - vector of signal parameters 

(depends on the defect's type and size), 0x  - defect coordinate, ( )r x   - disturbance. Defects 
detection on the base of a trace (1) can be considered as a test of hypothesis, that 
measurement signal ( )s x   enclose a defects signal ( , )fs a x . This hypothesis can be marked 
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as H1, herewith alternative hypothesis H0 presumes, that measurement signal do not contain 
defect signal  ( , )fs a x . Hypothesis H1 is characterized by the type I error probability, 
which means probability of false detection P', and H0 is characterized by type II error 
probability -  probability of undetection P''. Probability of detection (POD) can be written 
as Pd = 1 – P'' for a minimal detectable defect. 

At the Fig. 1 typical traces of the drilling rig calf line are shown (LMA – loss of 
metallic area, LF – localized faults) with marked local defects. Processing of the trace data 
for defect detection is based on the rule of optimal solution, which use mostly Neyman-
Pearson-Criterion [2] 

P'' = minδ P'' , such that P' ≤ α0,  (2) 
where α0 – given ahead acceptable probability of  false detection. This means that 

data processing algorithm should minimize probability of undetection at a given probability 
of false detection. 

Generally algorithms of defect detection are based on the linear functional: 

    dxxφxs

X

=y

0
   (3) 

where [0,X] – trace observation interval, φ(x) – some weighting function, which should be 
defined during synthesis of detection algorithm. 
Expression (3) for the signal (1) can be written as: 

          η+ab=dxxφxn
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   (4) 

 
Fig.1. Typical LMA and LF traces of drilling rig calf line after several weeks of using 

In the case the defect signal ( , )fs a x  is known ahead (a is known) and η has a 
monotonous probability distribution, defect detection problem comes to a comparison of 
this functional with a threshold Λthres: 

y >< Λthres 
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Threshold Λthres is to be chosen according to a selected criteria and acceptable 

probability of false detection P'. Magnitude of a defect signal b(a) depends on defects 
parameters a, this is location of wire break at rope cross-section, gap between free ends of 
the broken wire, diameter of the wire. Probability of false detection can be expressed as 
probability, that disturbance η exceeds some portion of defect signal: 

P' = P{η>Λ'·b},  (5). 

Where Λ' — is a relative threshold, calculated as Λ' = Λthres/ b, Λ' Є [0, 1]. Relation 
between Λ' and P' depends on probability distribution of disturbance η instant value. In 
particular in the case of zero mean normal distribution with variance of σ2: 

)1(
2
1' 0 


 

σ
bΛ'F=P  , (6). 

where F0(x) – error function, b/σ has a meaning of signal/noise relation. So a minimal value 
of false detection probability depends on signal/noise relation: 

)1(
2
1' 0 


 

bF=minP .  (7) 

To choose a threshold Λthres one should consider a probability distribution of defect 
signal magnitude b. Probability of defect undetection P'' should be estimated for the 
minimal detectable defect, which can be described by its parameters amin. Lets assume, that 
signal magnitude has a normal probability distribution with mean value   min, axs=b fmax

x
 

and variance σf
2. In this case threshold value has influence both on probability of false 

detection P' and probability of undetection P''. Considering normal probability distribution 
of the signal magnitude and normal distribution of a disturbance, if thresΛb  , P’ and P’’ 
can be written as: 

)1(
2
1' 0 
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thres

σ
ΛbF=P  (8) 

Figure 2 shows the dependence of P’ from the non-dimensional parameter (Λthres/σ). 
This diagram is built on the base of measurement traces of drilling rig calf lines inspected 
by Intros MH20-40 rope tester. 
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Fig. 2. Probability of false detection from relative threshold 

As comes from this diagram, at a threshold of 3σ probability of false detection 
equals 50% and at threshold of 5σ – less than 10%. At the same time probability of 
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undetection according to (9) can be estimated on the base of average signal magnitude b  
and its variance σf

2 as: 










  )1(1

2
1'' 0 Λ

σ
bF=P

f

  (10) 

So the required P’’ value depends on b /σf  relation and relative threshold Λ'. b /σf  
relation can be estimated at rope reference standards with certified defects. For Intros 
MH20-40 rope tester these characteristics were estimated for one external broken wire of 
multilayer rope for several rope diameters. Average value of b /σf equals to 6.4. Finite 
element simulation shows, that signal from a wire break in the middle of the rope is 
approximately 15% weaker, then a signal from the same external wire break. Considering 
an equiprobable location of the wire break anywhere at the cross-section we derive, that 
b /σf  relation equals to 5.1. 

During synthesis of signal processing algorithm weighting function φ(x) in (3) is 
chosen so, that signal/noise relation b/σ ≥ 6. If we assume in (2) acceptable probability of 
false detection α0=0.15, that’s it P’≤0.15, than relative threshold Λ' = 0.7. In this case 
according to (10) considering b /σf we’ll get a probability of undetection P’’=0.05. 

Probabilistic assessment of rope strength and life-time 

The recorded data and error probabilities of diagnostic information are used for 
estimation of varying rope strength and remaining life-time. Relative strength loss of 
defected rope is defined as 

                                                              1 n n    . 

Here   n  and n are the stress safety factors of damaged rope and healthy new rope 
evaluated by means of structural mechanical model [3]. 

Degradation of the rope is characterized by two main parameters – number of 
broken wires at some cross-section and measured metallic loss due to abrasion and/or 
corrosion. Location of broken wires at rope cross-section has also a great influence on the 
strength loss so the statistical simulation of wear distribution at rope section is performed. 
Finally, the statistical series are generated for three independent stochastic variables - 
strength losses 0 , 1  and 2  caused  respectively by  material loss, single and double 
wire breaks. The resulting statistical probabilities (frequencies) of strength loss 
distributions 1 , 2 are estimated factoring the probability  P  of false detection or 
probability P  of defect undetection. 

Let the wire breaks be detected at rope sections with longitudinal 
coordinates 1,..., N  . Combined effect of material wear and of these local defects upon the 
rope strength loss at section with coordinate x   is defined by the stochastic variable  

                       0 1(2)
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
N

j j
j

x x G x    


   .                            (11) 

Here ( )G x   is a normalized empirical function of broken wire load-bearing loss. 
It defines how the broken wire reacts gradually to the load take up due to friction moving 
away from break position. 

Several test statistics have been performed for verifying the proposed approach. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the distributions of strength loss (11) for two cases: when detecting 
ten real defects around the reference section with coordinate x and when one of them, the 
nearest to that section, was actually missing but yet detected (false detection). The 
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statistical series of parameter ( )x  contained 1102 members. In first case the average 
strength loss was equal to 0.153, in second – to 0.148. The both graphs are quite similar to 
normal law. 

 
Fig. 3. Strength loss distributions for two versions of diagnostic data ambiguity 

Statistical assessment of residual strength and life-time was performed for drilling-
rig steel rope GOST 16853(1)-88 D28 subjected to tension and cyclic reverse bending on 
the sheaves. The rope was inspected five times from 04.11.2014 to 04.12.2014 with weekly 
intervals by means of rope tester Intros MH 20-40. The operating time t was measured in 
tonne-kilometers (tkm). The stress safety factor was evaluated by mechanical fatigue model 
[4] on basis of detected local breaks and metallic loss. 

Changing of strength parameter ( ) (1 ( ))n x x n   along the rope distance for last 
three inspections is shown in Figure 4.  Presented values are the sampling averages 
determined by Monte-Carlo modeling of allocation of given defects over the cross-section 
wires (new rope safety factor n  is assumed to be not random). One may clearly notice the 
development of failure approximately at 113 meters away from the start.  The minimum 
values (marked by circles) are treated as the rope operational safety factors  ( )n t  . They 
may serve as the rope state indicators for planning the dates of next inspections and for 
predicting the remaining life-time. 

Probable ranges of safety factor are determined by combination of following 
random factors: location of defects at rope section, the probability of false detection 

0.15P   and the undetection probability 0.05P  . Figure 5 demonstrates the changes in 
safety factor statistical means as piecewise-linear functions of operating time for two 
different diagnostic errors. The markers label the “three-sigma” rule estimates: the light 
circles in case of false detection and the dark ones – for missing (undetection) of actual 
defect. Differences in these values specify the potential ambiguity ranges of rope safety 
factor being developed from online diagnostic data. 
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Fig. 4. Time-quantified distributions of rope strength parameter 

 

 
Fig. 5. Changing of progressively deteriorated rope strength 
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The duty state of the rope meets a condition 

( ) [ ]n t n .                                            (12) 

The allowable safety factor [ ]n  defines the rope’s margin of survivability as for a 
partially failed structure with worn-out elements. It may be determined from life-time 
experiments, field experience or regarding the standard discard rules [5].  

Remaining life-time of deteriorated rope is considered as in-service period from the 
moment of last inspection till reaching the ultimate state when condition (12) does not hold 
[6]. For the lack of individual ropes representative failure statistics and prior probabilities 
of service conditions this study is restricted to deterministic life-time approach based on 
strength history assessment. Life-time prediction method implies the least-square 
extrapolation from several previous safety factor estimates to the “vital” limit [ ]n . The 
main parameters for the algorithm are the tendency of degradation rate, time spans between 
the successive inspections, proximity of current safety factor ( )n t  to allowable value [ ]n  
etc. Procedure starts after second testing when at least three safety factor estimates are 
available.  

The remaining life-time tendencies of gradually deteriorated rope are presented in 
Figure 6.  Conservative and risky estimates were calculated with respect to allowable value 
[ ] 1n  . Conservative prediction corresponds to lower values of safety factor in Figure 5 
(dark circles), the risky prediction – to upper ones (light circles). As approaching to 
ultimate state the both trends come together according to most likely situation, namely, a 
forthcoming rope failure. The average life-time after the fifth inspection is roughly 700 
tonne-kilometers. After the last diagnostic the rope was recognized to be greatly worn-out 
and it was discarded before failure. 

 
Fig. 6. Remaining life-time estimates 
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CONCLUSION 

Using the diagnostic data for online strength assessment of inspected object it is 
necessary to take account of stochastic nature of measured items and mechanical model 
itself. In this connection the interval estimates give the most complete information on state 
of affairs. In presented example the life-time estimate evaluated with reliability of 99 
percent deviates from the mean value not more than   20 percent for assigned probabilities 
of typical diagnostic errors. 
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